
You analyze new features, changes 
and fixes with an eye for quality.

You evaluate improvements by creating, 
executing, and managing functional and non-

functional test cases.

You advise our developers on how to continuously 
improve the overall client experience.

You document your test cases and 
communicate the test results.

You follow up on reported issues and 
anticipate potential risks.

You work closely with our developers, technical 
solution engineers and sales executives to 

identify the needs of our customers.

You strive to enhance the testing process by using 
structured testing techniques and test automation.

TESTING & QUALITY ENGINEER

A day in the life of

Lansweeper is a software package used by IT professionals in medium-sized businesses as well as the most well-
known multinationals and organizations for the inventory, analysis, and management of their entire IT network. 

Want to know more? Take a look HERE.

Evaluate AdviseAnalyze

You progress in your career by continuously 
learning and expanding your skillset.

http://www.lansweeper.com


I am someone who

I have a

[Paste picture here][Paste picture here]

has a broad interest in both the business 
and tech side alike.

sees opportunities and not just the issues 
at hand.

is dynamic, committed, hands-on and 
passionate.

professional bachelor’s degree or higher 
and have at least 1 year’s experience in 
software testing.

professional grasp on the English and 
Dutch language to talk with my colleagues 
(CEFR B2).

thorough knowledge of structured testing 
methodologies.

general knowledge of OO software, web 
development and SDLC.

Certificates in ISTQB or Tmap? Know your way around various operating 
systems?

Distinct expertise in SQL and enterprise 
level database architecture?

Experience with IT infrastructure 
and/or scripting languages?

is creative and innovative.

Going for gold? 

Hi! My name is [your name here]
I’m the new Testing & Quality Engineer



Our offer you can’t refuse

Easygoing teamwork

Internal and external training

Indoor pool

Close-knit group Office located in a peaceful, 
green environment

Central and convenient 
office location

Foosball tables
Arcade

Pool table
Lounge

Competitive wage 
Interesting bonus

Non-statutory benefits

Variation, challenges, 
and responsibility

Growing along with a company 
in full expansion


